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Dear Friends/ Colleagues/ ATSEPs,
Feeling grateful and not expressing it is like wrapping a present and not giving it.
What is more fulBilling than being able to feel grateful and humble for the immense support and trust bestowed upon us by our colleagues and friends?
Therefore, the Birst thing we would like to do is express our heartfelt thanks to
all the ATSEPs for showing their conBidence in CNS OfBicers’ Guild and believing
in their ideologies.
We also thank our team members from all across the country who so relentlessly
contributed their time and effort in reaching out our messages to the ATSEP
community during this process for recognition of OfBicers’ Association for the
CNS cadre in Airports Authority of India. Without their participation and dedication, this success would not have been possible.
Friends, our cadre faces many challenges, but we can overcome them if we rise
above politics and unitedly do what is best for ourselves. We look forward
to work for you as your representative and promise to build a strong future for
all the ATSEPs from the level of the Jr. Executives to Executive Directors.
We also appeal with folded hands to ATSEPs for whom we were not their
choice to forget all differences and join us, and unitedly let us build a
stronger ATSEPs body.
The efBicacy of a professional body is realised after listening to the members,
translating their concerns into workable proposals, and building consensus to
implement them. We cannot do this job without the involvement of the members
we represent. Therefore, please take the time to share your ideas, your concerns,
and your aspirations with us. You entrusted us with the responsibility of speaking on your behalf as your representative. However, your active participation in
providing us with ideas and feedback should be a continuous process from your
end for a result oriented Guild.
We would like to end by saying that gratitude makes sense of the past, brings
happiness for today and creates a vision for tomorrow. So, let us all join hands to
build a stronger community to work towards our goals to meet our aspirations
and success
Thank you.
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